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Abstract: Learning computational skills such as programming and debugging is very

important for K-12 students given the increasing need of workforce proficient in
computing technologies. Programming is an intricate cognitive task that entails iteratively
creating and revising programs to create an artifact. Central to programming is
debugging, which consists of systematically identifying and fixing program errors. Given
its central role, debugging should be explicitly taught to early childhood preservice
teachers so they can support their future students’ learning to program and debug errors.
In this study, we propose using eye-tracking data and cued retrospective reporting to
assess preservice teachers’ cognitive strategies while debugging. Several eye-tracking
studies have investigated learners’ debugging strategies though the literature lacks
studies (a) conducted with early childhood preservice teachers and (b) that focus on blockbased programming languages, such as Scratch. The present study addresses this gap in
the literature. This study used mixed methods to triangulate quantitative findings from
eye movement analysis and qualitative findings about employed debugging strategies
into the creation of descriptive themes. Results showed that participants developed
strategies such as simultaneous review of output and code, use of beacons to narrow down
the area to be debugged, and eye fixation on output to form hypotheses. But most often,
debugging was not informed by a hypothesis, which led to trial and error. Study
limitations and directions for future research are discussed.
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Introduction
Learning computational skills such as programming is important for K-12 students given the
increasing need for a workforce proficient in coding and computing technologies (Burke, 2012; K-12
Computer Science Framework Steering Committee, 2016; Obama, 2016). Various resources have been
created to inspire programming instruction in K-12 classrooms such as low threshold block-based
programming languages (Bau, 2015; Cooper, Dann, and Paush, 2000; Resnick et al., 2009) that are easy and
appealing to youth, open access courses for teachers on computer science (Code.org, n.d.; Google, n.d.),
exemplary instructional materials for integrating programming into subject areas (Computer Science
Teachers Association & International Society for Technology in Education, 2011; Project Growing Up
Thinking Scientifically (GUTS), n.d.), among others. However, little has been done as professional learning
on programming in early childhood preservice teacher preparation programs (Kim, Yuan, Vasconcelos,
Shin, and Hill, 2018).
Training preservice teachers to program involves not only teaching how to successfully apply
computer science concepts and commands, but also fostering important computational thinking practices
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such as debugging (Basu, 2016; Brennan and Resnick, 2012; Vasconcelos and Kim, 2019). Debugging is a
fundamental part of programming that entails addressing program errors or an unintended output on the
screen (McCauley et al., 2008; Yen, Wu, and Lin, 2012). Training on programming and debugging is
essential for early childhood preservice teachers to properly support their future students’ learning to
program and debug errors (Kim et al., 2018).
Debugging
Programming is an intricate cognitive task (Vihavainen, Airaksinen and Watson, 2014) in which one
combines units that encapsulate specific concepts and commands from a computer science language to
create an output. Given the complexity of this task, it is unlikely that one will create a program that does
not need revisions in one attempt. Therefore, it is critical to explicitly teach error debugging skills during
programming instruction.
Debugging, also known as troubleshooting, is defined as the process of identifying error(s) in a
program and using problem-solving strategies to fix it (McCauley et al., 2008; Proctor, 2019; Yen et al.,
2012). Debugging is an inherent part of programming, and programmers spend a significant amount of
time doing it (Alqadi and Maletic, 2017; Beller, Spruit, Spinellis, and Zaidman, 2018). Different from
random trial and error, debugging is a systematic and thoughtful process in which one tests hypotheses
and applies strategies to locate and overcome the cause of a program error (Kim et al., 2018; Shute, Sun,
and Asbell-Clarke, 2017). Despite its importance, explicit instruction about debugging strategies is rarely
featured in computer science instruction (Proctor, 2019).
Debugging for early childhood preservice teachers. Teaching K-12 students to program has
emerged as a crucial instructional goal for school teachers (Kalelioğlu, 2015; Kazimoglu, Kiernan, Bacon,
and MacKinnon, 2012; Lye and Koh, 2014). And yet, preservice and in-service teacher education programs
are still in need of a nationwide curriculum that supports integration of programming and other
computational skills such as debugging at the K-12 level (Paul, 2016). Learning to program and debug
program errors can be a daunting task for preservice teachers, especially if they are novice learners with
limited to no background in computing. This is because novice learners tend to overestimate the complexity
of programming tasks, encounter a higher number of program errors, and consequently experience
decreased motivation towards learning to program (Isong, 2014; Sun and Hsu, 2019; Yukselturk and Altiok,
2017).
Integrating programming and debugging into K-12 teaching does not entail adding another
component to the curriculum. It can help young learners develop crosscutting concepts and skills such as
abstraction, conditional logic, and pattern identification (Grover and Pea, 2013; Sengupta, Kinnebrew,
Basu, Biswas, and Clark, 2013). Empirical studies on debugging strategies used by early childhood
preservice teachers are limited. Recent studies found that preservice teachers who are learning to program
struggle at systematically forming and testing hypotheses to guide their debugging as well as explain the
cause of an error even when a problem is fixed (Kim et al., 2018). In another study, preservice teachers
ended up simplifying a program by removing a problematic area to avoid problem solving (Kim et al.,
2016). Further empirical studies are needed.
Professional learning on programming and debugging for preservice teachers may have a crucial
impact on their future students, such as providing underprivileged populations (e.g., females, students
with special needs, people of color) with access to STEM learning experiences, and influencing students’
dispositions to advance their education and pursue jobs in STEM fields (Leonard et al., 2016; National
Research Council, 2011).
Use of eye movements in programming education. Research that uses eye-tracking devices to assess
learning in computer science has increased in recent years. A survey on the use of eye-tracking in
programming instruction research revealed that program comprehension and debugging are two mostly
studied areas (Obaidellah, Al Haek, and Cheng, 2018). Among these studies, several have used eye
movement data to assess “learners’ problem-solving processes objectively” (Sun and Hsu, 2019, p. 67) as
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learners attempt to understand and/or debug programs. For instance, Lin et al. (2015) examined university
students’ cognitive processes during debugging tasks. The study found that novice learners in
programming followed a linear, line-by-line approach as they debugged computer programs whereas
students with prior programming experience followed a more logical, strategic approach. In a similar
study, Bednarik (2012) used eye movement data to investigate visual attention patterns as a function of
expertise during debugging. Findings showed novices’ eye transitions between code and output areas early
in the debugging task but later on they focused on the program itself. Alternatively, experts demonstrated
systematic eye transitions between the code and output with focused attention on the output area
throughout the debugging task. Further, Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, Giannakos, and Jaccheri (2017) used
eye-tracking data to examine children’s learning processes of coding during block-based programming
activities. They grouped children into two groups: (1) ages of 8-12 and (2) ages of 13-17, and compared
visual attention patterns, time spent on Areas of Interests (AOIs), and transitions between AOIs. Results
indicated that younger children focused mostly on sprites, the visual aspects of the programming tasks,
whereas older children focused mostly on script, output, and command areas. Papavlasopoulou et al.
(2017) also asserted that a higher number of transitions between these areas indicate two types of processes,
active debugging and hypothesis testing.
Eye tracking devices have been used not only as a data collection method, but also as part of an
intervention to support programming education. Sun and Hsu (2019) implemented an eye-tracking
scaffolding system that instantly gauged learners’ attention by providing just-in-time hints as learners
worked on programming tasks. The system tracked participants’ eye movements (i.e., fixation positions
and durations) to evaluate the level of attention. If, for instance, a participant did not fixate on the area that
contained key information, then the system would highlight the area to direct the participant’s attention.
Compared to peer scaffolding and mixed scaffolding, learners using the eye tracking scaffolding
demonstrated higher programming self-efficacy. However, no difference was found in terms of learning
performance between experimental conditions. In another study, Bednarik, Schulte, Budde, Heinemann,
and Vrzakova (2018) explored the effect of eye movement modeling examples on program comprehension
and program reading. Researchers recorded eye movements of an expert programmer when s/he was
working on programming tasks and used the video as a model to support novice learners’ program
comprehension and program reading. Findings revealed significant improvements in novice learners’
program comprehension.
These studies demonstrate the potential of using eye trackers to understand learners’ cognitive
processes during complex programming tasks. However, most research has been conducted with higher
education individuals from the field of computer science, and involved text-based programming languages
(Obaidellah et al., 2018). To our knowledge, the present study is the first attempt to use eye tracking to
understand preservice teachers’ cognitive processes during debugging block-based programs. Hence, the
present study addresses this gap in the research literature.
Purpose and Research Question
This study examined how early childhood preservice teachers used cognitive strategies while
debugging block-based programs using eye movement data and cued retrospective reporting. This
research question was investigated: What cognitive strategies do early childhood preservice teachers use
during debugging block-based programs?
Method
This was a mixed methods case study (Leedy and Ormrod, 2013) in which we used qualitative and
quantitative data to provide an in-depth understanding of early childhood preservice teachers’ cognitive
processes while debugging block-based programs. Quantitative and qualitative data were concurrently
collected, had equivalent weight (Leech and Onwuegbuzie, 2009), and consisted of eye movement data and
cued retrospective reporting transcripts respectively.
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Research Setting
After approval by an Institutional Review Board (IRB), data was collected in two sections of a course
on early childhood mathematics teaching offered at a large Southeastern university in the United States.
One of the week-long modules of this course covers STEM education in early childhood. During this week,
researchers hosted a 2-hour workshop on block-based coding during a class meeting in a computer lab. A
total of 41 preservice teachers attended the workshop, 19 in course section A and 22 in course section B.
During the workshop, preservice teachers learned to program with Scratch, a free block-based visual
programming tool and language. Each preservice teacher worked individually in an assigned computer.
After an introduction about Scratch features (e.g., block palette, output), preservice teachers followed
step-by-step instructions to create an animation in Scratch such as making a sprite fly and coding a knockknock joke. Next, they completed two debugging activities in which they attempted to identify and fix a
problem in a faulty program. They debugged the code to make a sprite move between two points on the
screen and to make a sprite travel on a square pattern.
At the end of the workshop, preservice teachers were invited to participate in an individual data
collection session about coding and debugging. A gift card was offered as incentive though only two
participants, one from each course section, accepted to join the individual session.
Participants
Participants were two 21-year old female preservice teachers in the senior year of their Bachelor's
degree in early childhood education. Pseudonyms are used in this paper. Convenience sampling was used
given that these were the two preservice teachers who accepted to partake in individual activities after the
workshop. Regarding ethnicity, Mila was White, and Emmy was African American. Prior to attending the
Scratch workshop, neither one had previous experience with text- or block-based programming languages.
According to a self-rated prior knowledge test administered before individual debugging activities, both
participants reported that they knew the functions of most of the blocks used in the debugging activities.
Study Procedures
Participants attended one individual data collection session in a human computer interaction lab. First,
each participant was explained the purpose of the study, and their informed consent was collected. They
were introduced to the eye tracking equipment (Tobii X3-120), which was attached to a 22 in computer
monitor. Then, participants’ eye movements were calibrated by following a red ball, called calibration dot,
on the screen. This calibration adjusts the eye tracking system to the geometric characteristics of
participants' eyes. After calibration, participants completed the first debugging activity in Scratch. While
working on debugging activities, eye movements were tracked and video recorded. Participants had 10
minutes to identify and fix the fault in the code. Next, researchers replayed participant’s eye movements
and conducted cued retrospective reporting. Cued retrospective reporting was video recorded with the
Tobii Pro Studio software. The same procedure was repeated for a second debugging activity.
Individual Debugging Activities. Two debugging activities were designed based on the content
covered in the workshop. Ten minutes were allocated to each debugging activity, and participants worked
independently, without validation from researchers. Participants were informed that they could add,
delete, or reorder blocks, as well as undo their own actions to start over.
Instructions for the first debugging activity were “Liam wants to code his cat to dance until the
end of the song, but he noticed the cat continues dancing after the song stops. Can you help Liam fix the
bug in the code?”. Figure 1 presents the faulty program and output. Reducing the number of loops in one
of the repeat blocks would solve this problem.
In the second debugging activity, participants were instructed: “Lucia would like the cat to move
following a rectangle path, though the code that she put together is not working. Let’s help Lucia fix this
code.” Figure 2 shows the faulty program and output. To debug the error, participants could place the first
move block inside the loop (repeat) right before the first turn block, and increase the number of steps in
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one of the move blocks.

Figure 1. First Debugging Activity in Individual Coding Section

Figure 2. Second Debugging Activity in Individual Coding Section

Data Collection Methods
To collect data that answers the research question about early childhood preservice teachers’
cognitive strategies during debugging block-based programs, an eye tracking device and cued
retrospective reporting were used. Also, participants’ prior knowledge of programming was measured
with a prior knowledge test.
Prior knowledge test. To assess prior knowledge of programming, participants rated 12 statements
about their knowledge of specific blocks on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘‘I don’t know at all” (score 1) to
‘‘I know very well” (score 5). Statements targeted blocks used in debugging activities. For example, “I know
the functions of repeat block.” and “I know the functions of when I receive block.” Moreno and Mayer (1999)
also used a similar self-assessment instrument on a different topic.
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Eye tracking device. While working on the debugging activity, participants’ eye movements were
recorded with a Tobii X3-120 eye tracking device using the sample rate of 120 Hz. Tobii X3-120 is a screenbased portable eye tracker that attaches to the bottom of a computer monitor. It uses near infrared sensors
to capture eye gaze. Tobii Pro Studio software was used to calibrate, record, and analyze eye movements.
Cued retrospective reporting. Cued retrospective reporting is a verbal reporting technique in which
the participant watches their recorded eye movements and retrospectively verbalizes what they were
thinking as well as their problem-solving strategies. This cued retrospective reporting technique is adopted
from van Gog, Paas, van Merriënboer, and Witte (2005). Participants were told “Please watch the recording
of your eye movements and tell me what you were thinking during debugging.” While watching their eye
movements, participants were asked questions, such as “Where in the screen did you look to fix the error?”
and “What was the cause of the problem in the debugging activity?” Researchers paused or replayed the
video recording as needed. Participants’ reporting was video recorded with the retrospective reporting
feature in the Tobii Pro Studio software.
Data Analysis Methods
Tobii Pro Studio software was used to analyze participants’ eye movements. First, eight specific
sections of the screen were assigned as Area of Interests (AOIs), and they remained constant throughout
debugging activities (see Figure 3). Description of AOIs are provided in Table 1.

Figure 3. Eight AOIs of Scratch

Table I

Description of AOIs
AOIs
Block categories
Blocks palette
Script
Control panel
Output
Sprite control panel
Sprites
Backdrops

Description
General categories of blocks, such as motion or sound
Available blocks within a selected block category.
Area where a program is created by dragging and connecting blocks.
Buttons to control the program output. The green flag runs a program and the red octagon stops it.
The visual output of a program is displayed in this area.
Controls to change sprite features, such as size and direction.
Thumbnails of sprites (characters) that the program controls.
Thumbnails of backdrops used in the Scratch output

Quantitative data consisted of total fixation duration and total fixation count calculated for each AOI.
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Fixation duration refers to how long participants looked at a specific area on the screen, while fixation
count reflects the number of times participants looked at that same area. Percentage values were calculated
given that participants completed debugging activities at different times. Also, transitions between AOIs
were calculated to deepen the understanding of each participant’s cognitive strategies during debugging.
Two types of transitions were calculated: (1) between script and output and (2) between blocks palette and
script. Specifically, transitions were computed by summing up the number of times the eye fixation is
moved from the script to output and from output to script. Transitions between AOIs are often used as
metrics in eye-tracking research (Sharafi, Soh, and Guéhéneuc, 2015), including studies that assess program
comprehension or debugging (e.g., Bednarik, 2012; Lin et al., 2015; Papavlasopoulou et al., 2017).
Qualitative data included researchers’ notes about trends and patterns in participants’ eye
movements, transcriptions of cued retrospective reporting, and heatmaps. Heatmaps provide visual
evidence of participants’ eye movements based on the distribution of eye fixations on the screen (Sharafi
et al., 2015). The first and second authors used constant comparison methods from qualitative grounded
theory research (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1998) to review eye movement videos and
transcripts line by line. Open coding techniques were used as “a starting point to provide the researcher
with analytic leads for further exploration” (Saldaña, 2013, p. 101). Specifically, salient patterns and
interpretations from each data source were compared with patterns and interpretations from other data
sources for triangulation of findings (Greene, 2007, 2008). For example, researchers noticed that (1) eye
movements frequently alternated between code and output, (2) participant reported that she was trying to
connect certain animated actions with specific blocks in the script area, and (3) the heatmap showed
significant eye fixation on the specific block mentioned by the participant. Finally, all authors reviewed
findings about participants and created qualitative themes (Braun and Clarke, 2006) to describe employed
cognitive strategies while debugging block-based programs.
Results
Eye Movement Analysis
Mila. Mila completed the first debugging activity in 516.90 seconds. During this activity, Mila had
more eye fixation on scripts (57.07%) and output (34.34%) followed by sprite control panel, blocks palette,
and control panel in descending order (Table 2). Alongside that, Mila’s fixation count relied predominantly
on scripts (56.06%) and output (34.03%). Eye movement analysis revealed that Mila’s eyes often alternated
between scripts and output areas as an attempt to understand the script, especially at the beginning of the
debugging activity. During cued retrospective reporting, Mila explained that she tried to focus on the
output, but not the script, to inform hypothesis creation. As she said, “I just kept watching it to I guess just
to see what he was doing. So I didn’t really have an idea.” In other words, Mila did not have a hypothesis
about what caused the error, which was reflected in the patterns and number of eye transitions captured
by the eye tracker. There were 129 transitions between the scripts and the output area but only 5 transitions
between the block palette and the scripts area (Table 3). This suggests that Mila did not consider adding a
new block and/or replacing an existing one in the program. Further, Mila often mentioned during cued
retrospective reporting that she was “just trying things” as she moved blocks around and/or changed block
parameters. She found a clue that the repeat (loop) block was the problematic one, and she tried two
debugging strategies: (1) entering zero as parameter to prevent the block from running, and (2) deleting
blocks within the repeat block, but not the repeat block itself. By trial and error, Mila was able to fix the
error in the first debugging activity.
Mila mentioned that she found the second debugging activity easier, and she completed it in
416.306 seconds. Eye fixation duration was predominantly on the scripts (65.32%), and output (23.23%) and
fixation counts were also mostly on scripts (61.60%) and output (24.58%) (Table 2). This time, however,
Mila was more strategic in her debugging. When prompted to share if she had a hypothesis about how to
fix the faulty program, Mila said that “There wasn't enough turns and moving, so that's why you had to
add more.”. Mila then searched for blocks in the palette to add to the code sequence, which explains the
higher number of eye fixation on the blocks palette area (6.87%), and more transitions between code and
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palette area (n=34) compared to the first debugging activity (Table 3). When she encountered an unexpected
error (e.g., sprite drawing a square rather than a rectangle), Mila knew that she had to change the move
block to increase the number of steps for two sides of the shape. She was able to use the output (cat drawing
a shape) and her mathematical knowledge about rectangles to inform her debugging strategies. In
summary, she implemented three strategies while debugging: (1) deleting blocks, (2) changing the number
of steps in the move block, and (3) deleting blocks within the repeat block.
Table II
Fixation Duration and Fixation Counts for Each Debugging Activity
Participant

Debugging activities

Mila

Debugging Activity 1
Fixation Duration (%)
Fixation Count (%)
Debugging Activity 2
Fixation Duration (%)
Fixation Count (%)
Debugging Activity 1
Fixation Duration (%)
Fixation Count (%)
Debugging Activity 2
Fixation Duration (%)
Fixation Count (%)

Emmy

Backdrops

Block
Categories

Blocks
Palette

Control
Panel

Output

Scripts

Sprite
Control
Panel

Sprites

0.06
0.07

0.09
0.07

1.53
2.61

1.12
0.07

34.34
34.03

57.07
56.06

3.62
3.35

0.71
1.21

0
0

0.15
0.31

4.77
6.87

3.24
2.82

23.23
24.58

65.32
61.60

1.90
2.14

0.20
0.31

0.18
0.38

1.53
2.36

20.76
25.97

1.34
1.45

31.56
23.08

41.65
42.50

0.36
0.61

0.30
0.61

0.04
0.11

1.28
1.87

8.80
10.26

1.13
1.47

31.08
28.40

53.72
52.61

1.42
1.98

0.90
2.04

Table III
Transitions Between Block Categories and Script, and Script and Output
Participant
Mila
Emmy

Block Palette-Script
Debugging Activity 1
Debugging Activity 2
5
34
35
26

Script-Output
Debugging Activity 1
Debugging Activity 2
129
100
82
114

Emmy. Emmy fixed the error in the first debugging activity in 479.80 seconds. During this time, she
fixated the most on three of the AOIs, scripts (41.65%), output (31.56%), and blocks palette (20.76%) (Table
2). Emmy seemed more strategic about debugging strategies. After examining the script from top to
bottom, she reviewed the output to evaluate the outcome of the program. Then, her eye movements
alternated between the script and output areas to find the error. After she figured out the error, she focused
on the block palette to locate blocks to fix the error. During this process, her eye movements alternated
between block palette and scripts 35 times. As Emmy was watching her recorded eye transitions between
block palette and scripts, she explained that she was “trying to figure it out what [I] should add or take
away.” Further, she said that she created two hypotheses: (1) to make the cat stop dancing and (2) to stop
the music. After she was not able to stop the cat, she tried the second hypothesis. While trying to test both
hypotheses, Emmy added new blocks and made transitions between the blocks palette and scripts. The
high number of fixation counts on scripts (42.50%) and blocks palette (25.97%) AOIs aligns well with her
explanations. After Emmy updated the script, she assessed the output. After multiple trials, she went back
to the top of the script to review it. During the first debugging activity, Emmy’s transitions between script
and output areas amounted to 82 times total (Table 3). Overall, she used three debugging strategies to fix
the error in the first debugging activity; (1) changing the parameter of the repeat block, (2) adding a new
block named stop at sounds, and (3) deleting the second repeat block along with all other blocks within
that loop. Emmy successfully completed the activity after removing one of the loops from the code and
using trial and error to tweak the number of loops that controlled the cat movement.
Emmy’s eyes fixated on scripts (53.72%) and blocks palette (8.80%), and these parameters changed
dramatically compared to her fixation durations in the first debugging activity. This time, Emmy focussed
less on the blocks palette but more on the scripts. Her fixation durations on the output in both debugging
activities were very similar (Table 2). Emmy found this activity harder as she explained that she could not
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remember how the pen down block works. To figure out its function, she disconnected all other blocks
except for the pen down block and searched the block palette to find a clue. However, this strategy did not
help her in identifying the block function. Compared to the first debugging activity, there were more
transitions between the script and output (n=114) as Emmy tried to interpret the script and figure out the
error. She removed blocks and changed parameters, and she was able to make the sprite draw a square. By
using her mathematical knowledge, she created a hypothesis, but she did not know how to execute it in
the script. As she explained, “I was trying to think how I could make the size shorter. So I put both 50
[number of steps in move block], but that didn’t work the way I thought. And it just made the square
bigger.” Therefore, Emmy spent more time on the script (53.72%). Also, even though she did not add new
blocks to the code, she had a high number of fixations on the blocks palette (10.26%). In her cued
retrospective reporting, she explained “I didn't know what I was actually looking for.” This confusion is
also evident in her rapid eye movements from one area to another area on the screen. Emmy was not able
to successfully complete the second debugging activity within the allocated time.
Cross-case Analysis: Qualitative Themes
1. Frequent and continuous eye fixation on output for hypothesis generation. Participants’ eye
fixation focused significantly on output, which served as an aid for hypothesis generation about the cause
of the problem. Output was the second most fixated AOI for both participants in both debugging activities
(Table 1). The pattern of their eye fixation on output is well represented in Figure 4, which is a heatmap of
one participant’s fixation. Participants ran the code multiple times (see fixation counts in Table 2) to craft a
hypothesis/idea, and then they would review the program. When prompted to explain this, Mila said “I
was trying to see why he [cat] was not stopping. I think at this point I didn’t really know where to go, so I
just kept watching it just to see what he was doing.” This behavior is indicative of hypothesis generation
through interpreting the output first and relating corresponding actions of the character to the code blocks
to identify where the error(s) might possibly be located.

Figure 4. Heatmap as Example of Mila’s Eye Fixations in the First Debugging Activity (based on fixation duration). Green
Represents Short Fixation Duration While Red Represents Longer Fixation Duration

2. Simultaneous output visualization and top-down block review. Early in the debugging activity,
participants played the program multiple times. Analysis of their eye movements revealed that they
attempted to simultaneously observe the output and perform a top-down analysis of the block sequence.
They used this strategy to understand the function of blocks even before debugging the code, and
participants confirmed this during cued reporting. Indeed, the number of script-output transitions was
much higher than the number of block palette-script transitions (Table 3). When showed her eye
movements, Emmy recalled that she reviewed the code from “top to bottom”, and that she was “looking
at everything and then pressed play (...), trying to understand everything, looking at every step [block].”
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This aligns with the literature on novice learners’ program comprehension and debugging, as they often
follow a linear, line-by-line approach.
3. Eye fixations and debugging targeted the bottom of a block sequence. Participants primarily
focused on the bottom of a block sequence, which led to them adding and deleting blocks rather than
reordering blocks or tinkering with other blocks at the top. When Emmy was asked about why her eye
movements were focusing at the bottom of the code, she said “The most important stuff is usually up top.”
This suggests the participant may think of bugs as errors that occur towards the end/bottom of a code
sequence. Because their debugging was often limited to adding/removing blocks at the bottom, they ended
up with inefficient and long programs, even when they successfully accomplished the goal.
4. Eye fixation on faulty block only occurred if participant had a hypothesis. Participants were only
strategic about reviewing a faulty code if they had a hypothesis for fixing the error. Their eye movements
pointed straight to the hypothesized faulty block. For instance, Mila said that “The repeat part [block] was
throwing me off because there were two repeats.” When asked to elaborate on this, she added “I thought,
well if it’s repeating it, if it’s just going and going, it must be an issue with like the repeats in the code.”
Although it was not possible to calculate fixation counts and time on specific blocks, the videos clearly
showed Mila repeatedly fixating on the repeat block.
5. Random eye movements indicative of random trial and error. Participants often used trial-anderror techniques, and this was reflected in random eye movement transitions between AOIs, as well as
along the block sequence. When asked about this, participants simply argued that they did not have a
hypothesis. Interestingly, both participants acknowledged using trial and error. Mila added that another
factor was helpful in fixing the faulty block: “a little bit of luck.” Participants were unsure if they had a
hypothesis, even when they actually had one. This could be indicative of a misconception in which they
associate having a hypothesis with correctly understanding the cause of the problem and mastering a
programming concept.
6. Recognizing a key block helps narrow down area to be debugged. Participants used cues in the
output to identify the faulty block area. As they reviewed the output, they associated the fun speech bubble
with the block “say fun for two seconds”. As Mila said, “I thought that the problem was like after the fun.”
Eye movements showed participants alternating between output and the analogous block. This recognition
led participants to narrowing down the part of the program to be debugged, given that they used
debugging strategies such as adding/deleting blocks after that block.
7. Eye fixation relied more on block palette when they understood the program. When participants
understood the program, they made more attempts to add new blocks to the script. Consequently, there
was a higher number of eye fixations on blocks from the palette. Mila focused on the blocks palette AOI
and added new blocks in the second debugging activity, which she confirmed was the easiest because she
understood the block sequence. On the other hand, Emmy acknowledged that she did not understand the
second debugging activity as much as the first activity, which led to fewer fixation counts on the blocks
palette AOI. Emmy reported in the prior knowledge and cued retrospective interview that she did not
know what the pen down block does. Analysis of her eye movements showed that she focused on the pen
down block for a longer period of time as she attempted to understand it.
Discussion and Conclusion
This mixed methods study used eye movement data and cued retrospective reporting techniques to
explore early childhood preservice teachers’ cognitive strategies as they debugged block-based programs.
Quantitative analysis of eye movements revealed that participants’ eye fixation relied mostly on the output
and scripts AOIs, and consequently, there were more script-output eye transitions. Participants primarily
fixated on the output as an attempt to form hypotheses although participants often reported that they failed
at it during retrospective reporting. In a study about cognitive strategies and visual attention during
debugging, Bednarik (2012) found that novice programmers reviewed output first to form hypotheses
while more experienced programmers used only the scripts or a combination of output and scripts. In a
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study with kids, Papavlasopoulou et al. (2017) found that those who spent more time on output and/or
characters while coding in Scratch were outperformed in terms of learning gains by kids who spent more
time reviewing scripts. It is important to support preservice teachers in purposeful and strategic
consideration of both scripts and output for hypothesis generation. Follow-up research could feature
scaffolding prompts (Ge and Land, 2004) that guide preservice teachers in associating certain events in the
output with corresponding blocks/commands in the scripts. This could be helpful for program
comprehension, identification of the faulty code area, and purposeful hypothesis generation.
Study participants had a significantly higher number of script-output transitions as they attempted
to simultaneously review output and script. A study that compared programming performance in experts
and novices found that experts switched between scripts and program more often than novices (Hejmady
and Narayanan, 2012). Frequent eye movement between script and output is considered typical behavior
of hypothesis testing as one modifies the program and refers to the output to evaluate it (Papavlasopoulou
et al., 2017). However, Mila’s and Emmy’s debugging strategies were rarely informed by a hypothesis.
They identified critical AOIs to focus on, but they could not systematically review output and block script.
Further, they did not know how to structure their debugging process, as they would say “I didn’t know
where to go.” Qualitative data analysis revealed that participants mostly resorted to trial and error
techniques to identify and fix errors in a faulty code. Other debugging strategies include using a zero
parameter in a block to prevent it from running, deleting blocks within a loop (repeat), and adding/deleting
blocks at the bottom of a block sequence. Participants were not sure of the cause of the error even when
they correctly completed the task.
Mixed methods analysis combined qualitative and quantitative findings into themes that provide indepth accounts of participants’ debugging. It was noticeable that participants (1) frequently and
continuously fixated on output for hypothesis generation, (2) attempted to simultaneously visualize the
output and review the program from top to bottom, (3) primarily fixated on and debugged the bottom of
a program, (4) only fixated on faulty blocks if they had a hypothesis to inform such eye movement, (5) often
engaged in random trial and error and random eye movements, (6) identified key blocks to help narrow
down which area to be debugged, and (7) fixated more on the block palette when they properly understood
the code sequence.
Creating a conceptually grounded hypothesis while programming is critical (Brooks, 1983) as it
informs debugging actions. It was noticeable that participants in this study often engaged in random trial
and error, which was also evident in random eye movements. This finding is extensively supported by the
literature, which characterizes trial and error as a debugging strategy that is repeatedly used by novice
learners (Fitzgerald et al., 2008; Jadud, 2005; Simon et al., 2008). Creating a hypothesis and strategy prior to
debugging is typical of more experienced programmers (Gould and Drongowski, 1974). In this study,
participants would only review the block palette AOI if they had a hypothesis and understood the scripts,
such as Mila’s idea to use a stop block to make the cat stop. She scrolled through block categories in search
of that block.
Identifying where the bug is in a long code sequence is critical for effective and efficient debugging.
Research has found that a line-by-line, top-down approach to understand and debug code is typical of
novice learners (Alqadi and Maletic, 2017; Busjahn, Schulte, and Busjahn, 2011; Yusuf, Kagdi, and Maletic,
2007). Experts, on the other hand, are more strategic about processing the code, which occurs in a nonlinear
manner compared to novices (Busjahn et al., 2011). Expert programmers often search and locate beacons
(Crosby, Scholtz, and Wiedenbeck, 2002), which are defined in the computer science literature as a
structure, statement, or operation that aid programmers in creating and testing a hypothesis (Lin et al.,
2015). Both participants in this study successfully identified an event in the output (fun bubble) and an
analogous block (say fun for two seconds) during the first debugging activity. They used the block as a
beacon to realize that the faulty part of the code was located after that block. Studies on comprehension of
text-based languages found that experienced programmers recognize beacons to create and verify
hypotheses (e.g., Aschwanden and Crosby, 2006; Crosby et al., 2002). However, in most instances,
participants in the present study tried to modify the bottom area of a code sequence as a strategy to debug
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the code. Perhaps it would be beneficial to provide not only visual cues on the screen to guide participants’
attention to key information (Sun and Hsu, 2019), but also a guided framework for hypothesis construction,
testing, evaluation, and revision. The latter of these two recommendations has been proposed by Kim et al.
(2018), who identified preservice teachers’ struggles with hypothesis-driven programming of educational
robots.
Professional learning that prepares preservice teachers to address the learning needs of 21st century
students is critical so preservice teachers can feel more confident in offering integrated STEM learning
experiences to their students. In fact, it has been found that most K-12 students in U.S. are not offered
instruction that features coding until they reach high school (Google and Gallup, 2015). Results of this study
will inform and inspire teacher educators to design and develop professional learning on coding and
debugging for teacher preparation programs so that preservice teachers can integrate developmentally
appropriate coding instruction in early childhood grades and beyond.
Limitations and Future Research
There are several limitations to this study. First, this case study examined the cognitive strategies of
only two early childhood preservice teachers, which limits the generalizability of findings to larger
populations. Follow-up studies with larger populations are invited. Second, participants attended a 2-hour
workshop about coding, which means they still had limited knowledge about Scratch and block-based
coding. The duration and content of the workshop should be expanded in future research to provide
preservice teachers with opportunities to develop a more sophisticated conceptual understanding of key
computer science concepts (e.g., loops, variables) prior to data collection about debugging. Third, both
study participants were novice programming learners. Follow-up studies could compare cognitive
strategies used by novice and more experienced early childhood preservice teachers. Fourth, study
participants worked on debugging activities individually. Literature on programming instruction states
that pair programming is an effective strategy (Braught, Wahls, and Marlin Eby, 2011) given the potential
for peer scaffolding. One possible avenue for research is to investigate pairs’ co-construction and
implementation of debugging strategies using interaction analysis (Jordan and Henderson, 1995), as well
as to examine similarities and differences in pairs’ eye movements (Pietinen, Bednarik, Glotova, Tenhunen,
and Tukiainen, 2008). Finally, debugging activities were created by the researchers. However, early
childhood preservice teachers will need to fix errors in programs created by children when they become
in-service teachers. It is quite likely that children’s programs may not produce an output and/or may
include many blocks that were not supposed to be attached to each other. Therefore, to make the debugging
experience more authentic, future research might consider using block-based programs developed by
children.
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